U = u 1 . . . u l ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1} l and W = w 1 . . . w l ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} l . The set M 0 p×q contains by convention only (∅, ∅). We denote by M p×q = l∈N M l p×q the union of all finite sets M l p×q . The common length l = l(U ) = l(W ) ∈ N is the length l(U, W ) of a word (U, W ) ∈ M l p×q ⊂ M p×q . We write M ≤l p×q for the obvious set of all 1 + pq + · · · + p l q l = (pq) l+1 −1 pq−1
words of length at most l in M p×q .
The concatenation (U, W )(U ′ , W ′ ) = (U U ′ , W W ′ ) turns M p×q = (M 1 p×q ) * into a monoid freely generated by the pq words of length 1 in M 1 p×q . Equivalently, M p×q can be described as the submonoid of the productmonoid M p × M q (where M r stands for the free monoid on r generators) whose elements (U, W ) are all pairs U ∈ M p , W ∈ M q of the same length. In the sequel, we consider a fixed commutative field K (many results continue to hold for commutative rings). We denote by K M p×q the vector space of all functions from M p×q into K. We denote by A[S] the restriction of A ∈ K M p×q to a subset S ⊂ M p×q . In particular, we write A[U, W ] for the evaluation of A on a word (U, W ) ∈ M p×q . For A ∈ K M p×q and l ∈ N we consider the restriction A[M where (U, W ) ∈ M l p×q is a word of length l. The matrix product is obviously bilinear and associative. We get thus a category K M as follows: An object of K M is a vector space of the form K Mp = K M p×1 with p ∈ N. A morphism (or arrow) is given by an element A of the vector space K M q×p and defines a linear application from K Mp to K Mq by matrix-multiplication.
The matrix-product turns the set K M p×p of endomorphisms of an object K Mp into an algebra. 
A recurrence matrix is an element of the vector space
spanned by all elements of finite complexity.
It is easy to check that Rec p×q (K) is a recursively closed subspace of K M p×q . An element A ∈ K M p×q is a recurrence matrix, if and only if the shift-monoid ρ A rec (M p×q ) of A rec is a finite dimensional linear representation of the free monoid M p×q . (with (U, W ) ∈ M l p×q ) shows that C = 1≤i,j KA i B j is recursively closed in K M p×p . The inclusion AB rec ⊂ C finishes the proof. 
Other ring-structures on Rec p×q (K)
The vector-space K M p×q carries two natural ring-structures which are both inherited by Rec p×q (K). A first ring-structure on K M p×q originates in the usual commutative product of functions (A • B) [ 
U, W ] = (A[U, W ])(B[U, W ]).
A second product (non-commutative if pq > 1) is given by associating to A ∈ K M p×q the formal power series where the sum is over all l + 1 factorizations of a word (U, W ) ∈ M l p×q . The following result shows that both ring-structures restrict to Rec p×q (K). Proof Assertion (i) follows from Corollary 3.6 and the existence of a diagonal embedding of K M p×q into K M (pq)×(pq) preserving the complexity. The computation
shows the identity
and implies assertion (ii). between {0, . . . , p − 1} n and {0, . . . , p n − 1}, an infinite matrixÃ with coefficientsÃ s,t , 0 ≤ s, t ∈ N gives rise to an element A ∈ K M p×q by setting
We call such an element A convergent with limit (the infinite matrix)Ã. If p = 1 or q = 1, the limit matrixÃ degenerates to a row or column-vector and it degenerates to a single coefficientÃ 0,0 if pq = 0. Obviously, an element A ∈ K M p×q is convergent if and only if ρ(0, 0)A = A. The vector space spanned by all converging elements in K M p×p (respectively in Rec p×p (K)) is not preserved under matrix-products (except if p ≤ 1) but contains a few subalgebras given for instance by converging matrices with limit an infinite lower (or upper) triangular matrix. 
Presentations
The aim of this section is to give finite descriptions of recurrence matrices in Rec p×q (K). Let A = a j=1 KA j ⊂ Rec p×q (K) be a finite-dimensional recursively closed vector space with basis
More generally, we can define shift-matrices ρ A (s, t) ∈ K d×d with respect to any finite (not necessarily linearly independent) generating set A 1 , . . . , A d of a recursively closed finite-dimensional vector-space A ⊂ Rec p×q (K) by requiring the identity ρ(s, t)A k = d j=1 ρ A (s, t) j,k A j . These equations define the matrices ρ A (s, t) up to linear applications . . .
implies the result by duality.
A second proof is given by the computation
and induction on n. 2 Definition 4.2. A presentation P of complexity d is given by the following data:
. . .
The result follows from Proposition 4.1.
2 In the sequel, we will often drop the subscript P for shift-matrices of a presentation. Thus, we identify (abusively) shift-matrices with the corresponding shift-maps, restricted to the subspace defined by the presentation.
A presentation P is reduced if the elements A 1 , . . . , A d ∈ Rec p×q (K) defined by P are linearly independent. We say that a presentation P presents (or is a presentation of) the recurrence matrix A = A 1 ∈ Rec p×q (K). The empty presentation of complexity 0 presents by convention the zeroelement of Rec p×q (K). A presentation of A ∈ Rec p×q (K) with complexity a = dim(A rec ) is minimal. Every recurrence matrix A ∈ Rec p×q (K) has a minimal presentation P: Complete 0 = A ∈ Rec p×q (K) to a basis
∈ K and consider the shift matrices ρ(s, t) P ∈ End(K a ) uniquely defined by
In the sequel, a presentation denotes often a finite set of recurrence matrices A 1 , . 
Topologies and a metric
For K a topological field, the vector space K M p×q carries two natural "obvious" topologies.
The first one is the product topology on 
The restrictions to Rec p×q (K) of both topologies are not very interesting: The product topology is very coarse, the strong topology is too fine: it gives in general rise to the discrete topology on the quotient Rec p×q (K)/FS p×q considered in 3.3.
For a recurrence matrix A ∈ Rec p×q (C) defined over C we set 
The proof is left to the reader.
Remark 5.3. The set of all elements
The vector space Rec p×q (C) can be normed by 
Remark 6.3. Associate to A ∈ C Mp the formal power series
is contained in a subringK ⊂ K which is finitely generated (as a ring).
Saturation
The aim of this section is to give finite algorithms for computations in the category Rec(K). More precisely, given presentations of two suitable recurrence matrices A, B, we show how to compute a presentation of the sum 
Algorithmic aspects
It is easy to extract a minimal presentation from a presentation P of a recurrence matrix A ∈ Rec p×q (K): Compute the saturation level N of the recursively closed space A = d j=1 KA j defined by the presentation P. This allows to detect linear dependencies among A 1 , . . . A d .
Using Proposition 4.1, these computations can be done in polynomial time with respect to the complexity d of the presentation P for A.
Adding two recurrence matrices A, B in Rec p×q (K) is now easy: given presentations A 1 , . . . , A a and B 1 , . . . , B b of A and B, one can write down a presention
Similarly, a presentation A 1 , . . . , A a and B 1 , . . . , B b of A ∈ Rec p×r (K) and B ∈ Rec r×q (K) gives rise to a presentation This section describes a maximal commutative subalgebra formed by diagonal elements, the center (which is contained as a subalgebra in the diagonal algebra) and the lower triangular subalgebra of the algebras K M p×p and Rec p×p (K).
The diagonal subalgebra and the center
It is easy to show that D p (K) is a commutative algebra which is isomorphic to the function ring underlying K Mp . The center of the algebra K M p×p is the subalgebra C p (K) ⊂ D p (K) formed by all diagonal matrices A with diagonal coefficients A[U, U ] depending only on the length l of (U, U ) ∈ M l p×p . For p ≥ 1, the map
defines an isomorphism between C p (K) and the algebra K M 1×1 corresponding to all sequences N −→ K, endowed with the coefficient-wise (or Hadamard) product. We denote by
formed by all recurrence matrices. Associating to C ∈ C p−rec (K) the generating series ∞ l=0 C[0 l , 0 l ]z l (where 0 0 = ∅) yields an isomorphism between the algebra C p−rec (K) and the algebra Rec 1×1 (K) corresponding to the vector-space of rational functions in one variable without pole at the origin. The product is the coefficientwise product
Diagonal and central recurrence matrices in Rec p×p (K) can be characterized by the following result.
and only if it can be given by a presentation with shift-matrices ρ(s, t) = 0 whenever s = t, 0 ≤ s, t < p.
(ii) A diagonal recurrence matrix A ∈ Rec p×p (K) is central if and only if it can be given by a presentation with shift-matrices ρ(s, t) = 0 whenever s = t, 0 ≤ s, t < p and ρ(s, s) = ρ(0, 0) for all s, 0 ≤ s < p.
We leave the easy proof to the reader. 
Lower triangular subalgebras
Lower (or upper) triangular elements in K M p×p can be defined using the bijection
We denote by L p (K) ⊂ K M p×p the vector-space of all lower triangular elements in K M p×p . It is easy to check that L p (K) is closed under the matrix-product and is thus an algebra. The subset of all convergent elements in L p (K) is also closed under the matrix-product and forms a subalgebra.
A
Unipotent lower triangular matrices form a multiplicative subgroup and correspond to the (multiplicative) identity of the quotient algebra
The following proposition is useful for recognizing triangular recurrence matrices:
triangular if and only if it admits a presentation of the form
A = A 1 , . . . , A k , A k+1 , . . . , A a such that ρ(s, s)A 1 , . . . , ρ(s, s)A k ∈ k j=1 A j for 0 ≤ s < p and ρ(s, t)A 1 , . . . , ρ(s, t)A k = 0 for 0 ≤ s < t < p.
Such a recurrence matrix A is unipotent if and only if it admits a presentation as above which satisfies moreover
Proof These conditions are clearly sufficient since they imply by an easy induction on l that all matrices
are lower triangular. In the unipotent case they imply that
are strictly lower triangular for all l ∈ N. In order to see that they are also necessary, consider a basis A 1 = A, A k of the vector space T ⊂ A rec spanned by all triangular recurrence matrices of the form ρ(S, S)A, with (S, S) ∈ M p×p . In the unipotent case, all diagonal coefficients of an element X ∈ T are equal and we can consider a basis A 2 , . . . , A k spanning the subspace of all strictly inferior triangular matrices in T . 2
Elements of Toeplitz type
In this section we identify the set M l p with {0, . . . , p l − 1} using the bijection
Analogously, we identify M p×p in the obvious way with {0, . . . , p l − 1} × {0, . . . , p l − 1}. This identification yields a natural isomorphism between K
p×p and matrices with coefficients (α l i,j ) 0≤i,j<p l .
Toeplitz matrices
A (finite or infinite) matrix T of square-order n ∈ N ∪ {∞} with coefficients t u,w , 0 ≤ u, w < n is a Toeplitz matrix if t u,w depends only on the difference u − w of its indices. A Toeplitz matrix is thus described by a (finite or infinite) sequence . . . , α −2 , α −1 , α 0 , α 1 , . . . defined by α u−w = t u,w . We call a matrix algebra A ⊂ M n×n (K) of n × n square matrices (with n ∈ N ∪ {∞} finite or infinite) an algebra of Toeplitz type if all elements of A are Toeplitz matrices. For finite n, the typical example is the n−dimensional commutative algebra Toep ρ (n) = n−1 j=0 KT j ρ generated by the n × n matrix
with minimal polynomial T n ρ −ρ and yielding a cyclic permutation for ρ = 1. An example of an element in Toep 1 (2 n ) is the matrix with coefficients t u,w = γ v 2 (u−w) , 0 ≤ u, w < 2 n depending only on the highest power
is invertible, then its inverse is of the same type.
In the sequel, we will mainly consider the algebra Toep(n) = Toep 0 (n) of all lower triangular Toeplitz matrices having finite or infinite square order n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. We call Toep(n) the Toeplitz algebra of order n.
The proof of the following well-known result is easy and left to the reader. 
For p = 2, the conditions of Proposition 9.2 boil down to the identities ρ(0, 0) = ρ(1, 1) and
Proof of Proposition 9.2 We show by induction on l that all matrices
p×p ] are Toeplitz matrices. For l = 0, there is nothing to do. Condition (1) implies that
where all matrices ρ(1−p)T, . . . , ρ(p−1)T are Toeplitz matrices by induction. We have to show that two horizontally adjacent blocks (ρ(t+1)T ρ(t)T ), 1− p ≤ t < p − 1 define a p l × (2 · p l ) matrix of "Toeplitz-type" (the case of vertically adjacent blocks gives rise to the same conditions and is left to the reader). We have
(the vertical line separates the matrix into two square blocks) where
p×p ] is of Toeplitz type. The opposite direction is easy and left to the reader. 
The algebra
T p (K) ⊂ K M p×p formed
by lower triangular elements of Toeplitz type
We denote by T p (K) the algebra given by all lower triangular elements of Toeplitz type in K M p×p . This algebra is isomorphic to
by Proposition 9.1. The subalgebra of converging elements in T p (K) can thus be identified with the algebra K[[x]] of formal power series. We denote denote by T p−rec (K) = T p (K) ∩ Rec p×p (K) the subalgebra of recurrence matrices.
Using the sequence of vectors
The map A −→ L A is clearly an isomorphism of vector spaces between K Mp and the algebra T p (K).
and induces an isomorphism of vector spaces between Rec p (K) and the al-
Proof of Proposition 9.3 The inequality dim(
follows easily from the observation that the first column of
. For A ∈ K Mp , we denote by U A ∈ K M p×p the strictly upper triangular matrix of Toeplitz type defined by
).
We consider now the vector spaces
rec } spanned by all lower triangular, respectively strictly upper triangular elements of Toeplitz type in
The last part of Proposition 9.3 follows from the fact that A −→ L A defines an isomorphism vector-spaces between K Mp and T p (K). 9.3 The polynomial ring-structure on K Mp and Rec p (K)
The isomorphisms of vector spaces
mod x p l given by the map A −→ L A considered above and Proposition 9.1 endow K Mp with the polynomial product. More precisely, we consider the map given by
In particular, if A and B are convergent and correspond to formal power series g A , g B , then the polynomial product ψ(C) = ψ(A)ψ(B) corresponds to a convergent element C ∈ K Mp with associated formal power series g C = g A g B defined as the usual product of the formal power series g A and g B .
Using the isomorphism A −→ L A of the previous section, we identify the polynomial product algebra K Mp with the subalgebra T p (K) ⊂ K M p×p of lower triangular matrices of Toeplitz type. Similarly, we identify Rec p (K) with
We denote by IT p ⊂ T p (K) the subspace corresponding to all elements A ∈ K Mp such that ρ(s)A is of finite support for s = 0, 1, . . . p − 2 and ρ(p − 1)A ∈ IT p (where we identify K Mp and T p (K) using the map A −→ L A ). Although this definition is recursive, it makes sense: An element of IT p corresponds to sequences P 0 , P 1 , . . . of polynomials where P l is of degree ≤ p l − 1 and almost all polynomials P l satisfy P l ≡ 0 (mod x (p−1)(p l−1 +p l−2 +···+p l−a ) ) for an arbitrary fixed natural integer a ∈ N.
It is easy to check that IT p is an ideal of the algebra T p (K). We de-
) the obvious quotient algebras. It is also easy to check that the differential operator d dx (acting in the obvious way on polynomial sequences associated to A ∈ K Mp ) is well-defined on the quotient algebraK Mp (K).
In particular, converging recurrence vectors correspond to a differential subring of the differential ring 
Multiplying L B by x −1 corresponds to application of the "shift element" S 1 as defined in the proof of Proposition 9.3 (of complexity 2) to the row vector B. This shows the inequality
for A ∈ Rec p (K) and implies the first part. The second part follows from the obvious observation that the quotient map T p (K) −→T p (K) restricts to an injection on the subalgebra of converging elements in T p (K). for shift-matrices of a presentation containing only recurrence matrices of Hankel type. 
where all matrices ρ(0)H, . . . , ρ(2p − 2)H are Hankel matrices by induction. We have to show that two horizontally adjacent blocks (ρ(t)H ρ(t + 1)H), 0 ≤ t < 2p − 2 define a p l × (2 · p l ) matrix of "Hankel-type" (the argument for vertically adjacent blocks gives rise to the same conditions and is left to the reader). We have 
The opposite direction is left to the reader. 2
Groups of recurrence matrices
The (multiplicative) identity Id of the algebra K M p×p satisfies ρ(s, s)Id = Id, 0 ≤ s < p and ρ(s, t)Id = 0, 0 ≤ s = t < p, and is thus an element of complexity 1 in Rec p×p (K). 
A few homomorphisms and characters
Given an element A ∈ GL p−rec (K), the projection
yields a homomorphism of groups. All these homomorphisms are surjective and have sections. In particular, GL p−rec (K) contains (an isomorphic image of) every finite-dimensional matrix-group over K for p ≥ 2.
The determinant is the homomorphism GL p−rec
Its image is in general not surjective: For a finite (countable) field K there exist only finitely (countably) many elements of complexity ≤ d in End p−rec (K) and the group GL p−rec (K) is thus countable. If K * contains at least two elements, the subgroup det(GL p−rec (K)) is thus a proper subgroup of the uncountable group ∞ l=0 K * . 
Remark 11.4. It would probably be interesting to have some knowledge of the subgroup
det(GL p−rec (K)) ⊂ ∞ l=0 K * .
An obvious restriction is for instance given by the trivial remark that all denominators of det(A) involve only a finite number of prime-factors (see Proposition 6.5) for
is always rational.
Remark 11.5. Recall that a group Γ is residually finite if for every element γ ∈ Γ different from the identity there exists a homomorphism π : Γ −→ F into a finite group F such that π(γ) = 1 ∈ F . Proposition 11.6. (i) For K a finite field, the group GL p−rec (K) is residually finite.
(ii) For K an arbitrary field, a finitely generated group Γ ⊂ GL p−rec (K) is residually finite.
Proof. Given a finite field K and an element 1 = A ∈ GL p−rec (K), there exists l such that A[M l p×p ] = 1 ∈ Aut(K p l ) thus proving assertion (i). For proving assertion (ii), we remark that presentations for a finite set of generators γ ±1 1 , . . . , γ ±1 m generating Γ ⊂ GL p−rec (K) involve only finitely many elements k 1 , . . . , k N ∈ K (appearing in the initial data and as coefficients of the shift-matrices). The group Γ is thus defined over the finitely generated field extension F containing k 1 , . . . , k N over the primary field k (which is either finite of prime order or Q) of K. Given an element γ = 1d in Γ, choose l ∈ N such that γ[M l p×p ] = 1d. Given a transcendental basis t 1 , . . . , t f of F there exists a maximal ideal J ⊂ F[t 1 , . . . , t f ] such that Γ is defined over A/J where A ⊂ F is a suitable subring and γ[M l p×p ] ≡ 1d (mod J ). The quotient field A/J is either finite or a number field in which case we can reduce modulo a suitable prime ℘ of the number field in order to get a finite field. 
Remark 11.9. There are three projective versions of the group GL p−rec (K). 12 Examples of groups of recurrence matrices
One can either consider the quotient-group GL
Any matrix g of size p × p with coefficients g u,w , 0 ≤ u, w < p in K gives rise to a recurrence matrix µ(g) = G ∈ Rec p×p (K) of complexity 1 by considering the n−th tensor-power g ⊗ g ⊗ · · · ⊗ g and setting
Since µ(g)µ(g ′ ) = µ(gg ′ ) (and µ(Id(GL p )) = Id(GL p−rec )) we have an injective homomorphisme GL p (K) −→ GL p−rec (K). This example has an obvious generalization to GL p−rec (K) for all p ≥ 2.
An infinite cyclic group related to the shift

Diagonal groups
The set D p−rec (K) ∩ GL p−rec (K) of all diagonal recurrence matrices in GL p−rec (K) forms a commutative subgroup containing the maximal central subgroup C * = C p−rec (K) ∩ GL p−rec (K) of GL p−rec (K). For K of characteristic = p the trace map establishes a bijection between C * and Rec 1×1 (K). An element of C * (in characteristic = p) corresponds to an element A ∈ Rec 1×1 (K) which is invertible in the algebra (or, equivalently, in the function-ring) Rec 1×1 (K). Such an element is thus encoded by a rational function ∞ n=0 α n x n ∈ K(x) having only non-zero coefficients such that
x n αn is also rational. Examples of such functions are eg. 
Lower (or upper) triangular groups
Lower (or upper) triangular elements in GL p−rec (K) form a group containing the subgroup consisting of all converging lower triangular elements (of Toeplitz type) in GL p−rec (K).
Consider the commutative subgroup T * of all converging lower triangular elements of Toeplitz type in GL p−rec (K). Converging elements of T p−rec (K) form a differential subring of K[[x]], (see §8.2), and the logarithmic derivative G −→ G ′ /G defines a group homomorphism from T * into an additive subgroup of T p×p (K). In the case K ⊂ C, elements of T * correspond to some holomorphic functions on the open unit disc of C which have no zeroes in the open unit disc, cf. Remark 9. 6 .
Examples of such elements in T * are given by rational functions involving only cyclotomic polynomials. The rational function 1 1−t for instance corresponds to the invertible recurrence matrix of Toeplitz-type with limit the unipotent Toeplitz matrix consisting only of 1 ′ s below the diagonal. A more exotic example is given by the element of T * associated to the power series
(where i 2 = 1 is a square root of 1). If K is contained in the algebraic closure of a finite field, the group T * contains the subring of all rational functions without zero or pole at the origin. Such a non-singular matrix A ∈ Rec p×p (K) defines the orthogonal group
Orthogonal groups
of A in the symmetric case and the unitary group
of A in the case of a hermitian recurrence matrix A. For K a real field, one speaks also of Lorenzian groups if the symmetric matrix A is not positive definite.
The following obvious proposition relates presentations of A, A t ∈ Rec p×p (K) and A (over K = C). Its easy proof is omitted.
Proposition 12.1. The following assertions are equivalent:
. . , α a ), ρ(s, t) ∈ K a×a , 0 ≤ s, t < r is a presentation of A = A 1 with X denoting complex conjugation applied to all coefficients of X.
Symplectic groups
If K is of characteristic 2, we require moreover A[U, U ] = 0 for all (U, U ) ∈ M p×p . Symplectic recurrence matrices exist only for p even.
A symplectic recurrence matrix A is non-degenerate ifÃ
For A ∈ Rec p×p (K) a symplectic recurrence matrix, the associated symplectic group Sp(A) ⊂ GL p−rec (K) of recurrence matrices is defined as
where the value B[∅, ∅] can be neglected. Proposition 12.1 has an obvious analogue describing antisymmetric recurrence matrices.
Groups generated by elements of bounded complexity
Denote by Γ a,b ⊂ GL p−rec (K) the group generated by all elements A ∈ GL p−rec (K) of complexity ≤ a with inverse B = A −1 of complexity ≤ b. We have Γ a,b = Γ b,a and Γ a,1 ⊂ Γ a,2 ⊂ . . . .
Moreover, the set of generators of Γ a,b (elements in GL p−rec (K) of complexity ≤ a with inverse of complexity ≤ b) is a union of algebraic sets since they can be described by (a finite union of) polynomial equations.
Remark 12.2. The group
For K a finite field, the group Γ a,b is finitely generated.
It would be interesting to have a better understanding of the groups
In which cases do we have equality? The inclusion Γ 1,1 ⊂ Γ 2,2 for instance is strict. What can be said about Γ n,n ⊂ Γ n+1,n+1 , n ≥ 2? (For K = Q, many of these inclusions must be strict: Consider a central diagonal recurrence matrix with diagonal coefficients A[U, U ] = α l , (U, U ) ∈ M l p×p for α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , . . . with values in Q \ {0} a periodic sequence of minimal period-length a prime ℘. Such an element has complexity (℘ − 1) and cannot be obtained as a product of recurrence matrices in Rec p×p (Q) having lower complexities.) Remark 12.3. One can similarly consider the subalgebra R a ⊂ Rec p×p (K) generated as an algebra by all recurrence matrices of complexity ≤ a in Rec p×p (K). The subalgebra R a of Rec p×p (K) is always recursively closed.
The above example shows again that many inclusions R a ⊂ R a+1 are strict for Rec p×p (Q).
Computing
The aim of this section is to discuss a few difficulties when computing inverses of recurrence matrices in GL p−rec (K).
It is easy to check that A is a recurrence matrix if and only if A has finite depth D < ∞.
if k is smaller than the depth D of A.
Corollary 13.3. The depth of any non-zero recurrence matrix A is smaller than its complexity dim(A rec ).
Proof of Proposition 13.2 The equality
implies that these vector-spaces are recursively closed and coincide thus with A rec . 2 Given a presentation P of G ∈ GL p−rec (K), there are two obvious methods for computing a presentation of its inverse G −1 . The first method analyzes the matrices
with a huge enough in order to guess a presentationP of G −1 . This can be done if a ≥ 1 + D + N where D is the depth and N the saturation level of
It is then straightforward to check if the presentationP is correct by computing the matrix-product of G and the recurrence matrix presented bỹ P. The limitation of this method is the need of large matrix-computations (inverting the square-matrix G[M a p×p ] of order p a × p a ). Below, we will describe an algorithm based on this method.
The second method is to guess an upper bound b for the complexity of G −1 , to write down a generic presentationP of complexity b where the initial data and shift matrices involve a set of d + p 2 d 2 unknowns. Equating the matrix-product of G with the recurrence matrix presented byP to the identity yields polynomial equations. We will omit a detailed discussion of this second method since it seems to be even worse than the first one. 
In particular, it would be interesting to prove or disprove the existence of a sequence
The first open case is d = 2 (see also §12.7).
An algorithm
Given a presentation P of G ∈ GL p−rec (K), the following algorithm computes a presentationP of G −1 in a finite number of steps.
Step 1 Set D = 0.
Step 2 
Step 4 If the recurrence matrixG defined by the presentationP D satisfies GG = Id, stop and print the presentationP. Otherwise, increment D by 1 and return to step 2. 
Lie algebras
The Lie bracket [A, B] = AB −BA turns the algebra Rec p×p (K) (or K M p×p ) into a Lie algebra. For K a suitable complete topological field (say K = R or K = C), the exponential function X −→ exp(X) = ∞ k=0 X k k! is well-defined and continuous for both topologies defined in §5. The exponential function does however not preserve the subspace Rec p×p (K) of recurrence matrices and the associated Lie group
is thus only a group in K M p×p . The Lie algebra Rec p×p (C) contains analogues of the classical Lie algebras of type A, B, C and D.
The analogue of type A is given by the vector space of recurrence matrices X ∈ Rec p×p (C) such that tr(X) = 0 ∈ Rec 1×1 .
The B and D series are defined as the set of all recursive antisymmetric matrices of Rec p×p (C), p ≥ 3 odd, for the B series and of Rec p×p (C), p ≥ 4 even, for the D series.
The C series is defined only for even p and consists of all recursive matrices X ∈ Rec p×p (C) such that ΩX = (ΩX) t where Ω ∈ Rec p×p (C) has A different and perhaps more natural way to define the C series is to consider triplets A, B, C ∈ Rec p×p (K) (for all p ∈ N) of recurrence matrices with B = B t and C = C t symmetric. The C series is then the Lie subalgebra of
.
I ignore if there are natural "recursive" analogues of (some of) the exceptional simple Lie algebras. 
Lie algebras in the convolution ring K
Mp
Using the convolution-ring structure on K M p×q we get other, different Lie algebras. Since the convolution-structure depends only on the product pq, we restrict ourself to K Mp for simplicity.
The three obvious subalgebras in K Mp (corresponding to formal power series in p non-commuting variables) given by K Mp , Rec p (K) and the vector space FS p of finitely supported elements (corresponding to polynomials in p non-commuting variables) give rise to three Lie-algebras with Lie bracket [A, B] = A * B − B * A (where * stands for the convolution product in K Mp ).
The Lie algebra resulting from FS p contains the free Lie algebra on p generators.
All these Lie algebras are in a certain sense graded: We have indeed,
Integrality and lattices of recurrence vectors
A recurrence matrix A ∈ Rec p×q (Q) is integral if all its coefficients A[U, W ] are integers. This notion can easily be generalized by considering coefficients in a subring of the algebraic integers O K of a number field K.
We denote by Rec p×q (Z) the Z−module of all integral recurrence matrices in Rec p×q (Q). Since products of integral matrices are integral, one gets a category Z M having only integral recurrence matrices as arrows and algebras Rec p×p (Z) consisting of all integral recurrence matrices in Rec p×q (Q). A finite-dimensional lattice of Rec p×q (C) is discrete for both topologies introduced in §5.
Finite-dimensional lattices
Since the multiplicative structure is irrelevant for lattices, it is enough to consider lattices in Rec p (C). A particularly beautiful set of lattices is given by lattices which are recursively closed sets, ie. given by the identity Λ = ρ(M p )Λ. An example of such a lattice is the subset Rec p (Z) ∩ A rec ⊂ Rec p (Q) of all integral recurrence vectors in the recursive closure of a recurrence vector A ∈ Rec p (Q). Given two recurrence vectors A, B ∈ R, we define their scalar-product as the element A, B = A t B ∈ Rec 1 (R).
More precisely, such a scalar-product can be represented by the generating series
and defines a rational function. Given a finite dimensional subspace A ⊂ Rec p (R) there exists an open interval (0, α(A)) ⊂ R such that an evaluation with z ∈ (0, α(A)) yields an Euclidean scalar-product on A.
In particular, a suitable evaluation of the scalar-product turns a lattice Λ into an Euclidean lattice.
Remark 15.5. It is of course also possible to define scalar-products using a symmetric positive definite recurrence matrix of Rec p×p (R) (the case considered above corresponds to the identity).
Hermitian products over C are defined in an analogous way.
Abelian monoids
There is a natural notion of a monoid presented by generators and relations.
A free monoid has no relations and an arbitrary finitely generated monoid Q can always be given in the form
where G is a finite set of generators and R ⊂ G * × G * a (perhaps infinite) set of relations of the form L = R with L, R ∈ G * . The quotient monoid Q of the free monoid G * by the relations R is the set of equivalence classes of words in G * by the equivalence relation generated by
The space V Q is by construction recursively closed, and the shift monoid ρ Q (M p×q ) acts on V Q with a "kernel" generated by the relations R.
In the case p = q, the subspace V Q is in general not multiplicatively closed. We will however describe an important particular case where this happens.
For p, q ∈ N we consider the free abelian quotient monoid Ab p×q ∼ N pq generated by all pq elements of M 1 p×q with relations R = {(XY, Y X) |X, Y ∈ M 1 p×q }. The corresponding subspace V Ab p×q consists of all functions A ∈ K M p×q such that
for all (u 1 . . . u n , w 1 . . . w n ) ∈ M p×q and all permutations π of {1, . . . , n}. The vector space V Ab p×q can thus be identified with the vector space K[[Z 0,0 , . . . , Z p−1,q−1 ]] of formal power series in pq commuting variables Z u,w , 0 ≤ u < p, 0 ≤ w < q. We denote the vector space V Abp×q by K Ab p×q .
For A ∈ K Abp×q we have
shows that AB ∈ K Ab p×q for A ∈ K Ab p×r , B ∈ K Ab r×q . We get thus subcategories K Ab of K M and Rec(K) ∩ K Ab of Rec(K). These subcategories contain all elements of complexity 1. The algebra formed by all recurrence matrices in K Ab p×p is thus not commutative if p > 1.
It would be interesting to have other examples of "natural" quotient monoids of M p×q , p, q ∈ N, giving rise to subcategories in K M and Rec(K).
Remark 16.1. The association 
Birecursivity
The palindromic involution
defines an involutive antiautomorphism of M p×q and we get the palindromic automorphism ι :
, the palindromic automorphism defines an involutive automorphic functor of the category K M .
In characteristic = 2, the palindromic automorphism ι endows the algebra K M p×q with a Z/2Z− grading in the usual way by considering the decomposition X = X + + X − into its even and odd (palindromic) parts defined by
for X ∈ K M p×q and we have the sign-rules
whenever the matrix product XY is defined. In particular, we get a subcategory K M + consisting of all even parts in K M . Conjugating the shift-monoid ρ(M p×q ) by ι, we get a second morphism
The obvious commutation rule ρ(S, T )λ(S ′ , T ′ ) = λ(S ′ , T ′ )ρ(S, T ) yields an action of the (direct) product-monoid M p×q ×M p×q on K M p×q . An element X ∈ K M p×q is a birecurrence matrix if the linear span X birec of the orbit λ(M p×q )ρ(M p×q )X has finite dimension. The birecursive complexity of X is defined as dim(X birec ) ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Consider a non-zero recurrence matrix A ∈ Rec p×q (K) with complexity a ≥ 1 and recursive closure A = A rec . There exists thus a word
Transposing we get
where the elementsÃ k,1 , . . . ,Ã k,a span a recursively closed subspaceÃ k ⊂ Rec p×p (K). The element A k,1 [s 1 . . . s n , t 1 . . . t n ] corresponds to the coefficient m 1,1 of M = ρ k (s n , t n ) t · · · ρ k (s 1 , t 1 ) t ∈ K a×a and coincides thus with the corresponding coefficientm 1,1 of the transposed matrix
. This implies the identityÃ
shows the inclusion Asame set V of states and the same initial state v * but with weight-functioñ w(v) = w(γ S (v)) ∈ K. We have then by construction α(U S) = α S (U ) where α S is the automatic function of the finite state initial automaton A S . Given a fixed finite state initial automaton A, the automatic function α S depends only of the function γ S which belongs to the finite set V V of all a a functions from V to V. The recursive set-closure
of α ∈ K Mp is thus finite. This proves that α ∈ Rec p (K) and Proposition 18.1 implies that the shift-monoid of α is finite.
Consider now a recurrence matrix A ∈ K Mp with finite shift-monoid. We have to show that U −→ A[U ] (for U ∈ M p ) is an automatic function. If A is identically zero, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, complete A to a basis A 1 = A, A 2 , . . . , A a of its recursive closure A rec of dimension a and consider the associated presentation with shift-matrices ρ A rec (s) ∈ K a×a and initial values W = ( is the first coordinate of the row-vector X t W t ∈ K a . By construction, the automatic function α ∈ K Mp associated to this initial automaton is given by α(U ) = A 1 [U ] since we have
. . . 
The categories of transducers and finite-state transducers
An element A ∈ Y M X gives rise to a length-preserving application τ A :
The Given a transducer τ : M p −→ M q , we define the transducer-matrix
otherwise. The set of transducer-matrices is contained in K M for any field K. Since M τ •τ ′ = M τ M τ ′ , the application τ −→ M τ which associates to a transducer its transducer-matrix is a faithful functor from the category of transducers into the category K M .
A transducer τ A ∈ M 
where τ = τ ∅ . Moreover, the formula dim(A n rec )t n associated to the complexities of its powers. One has the inequality dim(A n rec ) ≤ dim(A rec ) n which implies convergency of the series for {t ∈ C | |t| < 1/dim(A rec )}.
What can be said about the analytic properties of this generating series? In a few easy cases (nilpotent or of complexity 1 for instance), it is meromorphic in C.
If A ∈ GL p−rec (K) is invertible in Rec p×p (K), one can of course also consider the formal sum Similarly, given a monoid or group generated by a finite set G ⊂ Rec p×p (K) of recurrence matrices, one can consider the generating series ∞ n=0 dim(A n )t n encoding the complexities of the recursive closures A n associated to all products of (at most) n elements in G.
A different kind of generating series is given by considering for A ∈ Rec p×p (C) the series
The inequality A n ∞ ∞ ≤ p 2n−1 ( A ∞ ∞ ) n (which can be proven by considering a recursive matrix whose coefficients A[U, W ] depend only on the length l of (U, W ) ∈ M l p×p ) shows again convergency for t ∈ C small enough.
A generalization
Consider a ring R of functions N −→ K with values in a commutative field K. An element A ∈ K M p×q is an R−recurrence matrix (or simply a recurrence matrix if the underlying function ring R is obvious) if there exists a finite number of elements A 1 = A, A 2 , . . . , A a ∈ K M p×q and pq shiftmatrices ρ A (s, t) ∈ R a×a with coefficients ρ A (s, t) j,k ∈ R (for 1 ≤ j, k ≤ a) in the function ring R such that
for all 0 ≤ s < p, 0 ≤ t < q. We denote by R − Rec p×q (K) the vector-space of all R−recurrence matrices in K M p×q . Proposition 3.5 and its proof can easily be modified in order to deal with R−recurrence matrices and we get thus a category R − Rec(K) with R−recurrence matrices as morphisms. Moreover, the vector-space R − Rec p×q (K) is invariant under the action of the shift-monoid if the function ring R is preserved by the translation x −→ x + 1 of the argument (ie. if α ∈ R implies that the function x −→ α(x + 1) is also in R).
A few analogies and differences between R−recurrence matrices and (ordinary) recurrence matrices are:
• Elements of R − Rec p×q (K) have finite descriptions involving a finite number of elements in the function ring R.
• The notion of a presentation is in general more involved: Every presentation of an ordinary recurrence matrix A contains a basis of A rec and can thus be used to construct a minimal presentation (defining a basis of A rec ). This is no longer true in general for R−recurrence matrices since R might contain non-zero elements which have no multiplicative inverse. One has thus to work with (not necessarily free) R−modules when dealing with presentations.
• Proposition 4.1, slightly modified, remains valid. We have
where (U, W ) = (u 1 . . . u n , w 1 . . . w n ) ∈ M n p×q . The matrices ρ A (s, t) ∈ R d×d are the obvious shift-matrices of the subspace A = KA j with respect to the generators A 1 , . . . , A d .
• An analogue of the saturation level is no longer available in general.
This makes automated computations impossible in the general case. 
Examples
The case where the function ring R consists of all constant functions N −→ K corresponds of course to the case of (ordinary) recurrence matrices studied in this paper. The case where the function ring R consists of ultimately periodic functions N −→ K yields again only ordinary recurrence matrices.
The first interesting new case is given by considering the ring R = K[x] of all polynomial functions. It would be interesting to have finiteness results in this case: Given A, B, C ∈ K[x] − Rec p×q defined by presentations of complexity a, b, c (where the complexity is the minimal number of elements appearing in a finite presentation) with shift-matrices involving only polynomials of degree ≤ α, β, γ, can one give a bound N + = N + (a, b, c, α, β, γ, p, q) such that the equality (A + B)[M I would like to thank Jean-Paul Allouche, Michel Brion, Rostislav Grigorchuk, Pierre de la Harpe, Jeffrey Shallit and many other people for interesting discussions and remarks related to this paper.
